**Presentation Guidelines**

Slide 1 – Titled “Team Design Challenge”
Include the play title and author (given in prompt)
Team Member Names/Area of Design
Troupe Number/School Name
(should also be placed in lower right corner of every slide)

Slide 2 - Titled “Concept Statement” w/play title
Be sure to communicate the team’s vision and consider the design’s
over all meaning, purpose, direction, and depth.

Slide 3 - Titled “Scenic Design” w/play title
Include Designer’s Name, chosen scene, and at least 4 images used
for design inspiration.

Slide 4 - Titled “Scenic Rendering” w/play title
Photo of final Scenic Design Rendering. Include any images
of preliminary renderings.

Slide 5 - Titled “Construction Process” w/play title
At least 4 images throughout different stages of the creation process.

Slide 6 - Titled “Completed Model” w/play title
At least 2 photos of completed model from different angles (must
include a clear full front image)

Slide 7 - Titled “Costume Design” w/play title
Include Designer’s Name, chosen character, and at least 4 images
used for design inspiration.

Slide 8 - Titled ‘Costume Rendering” w/play title
Photo of final Costume Design Rendering (front and back). Include
any images of preliminary renderings.

Slide 9 - Titled “Construction Process” w/play title
At least 4 images throughout different stages of the creation process.

Slide 10 - Titled “Completed Model” w/play title
At least 2 photos of the miniature costume from different angles (must include a clear full front and a back image).

Slide 11 - Titled “Hair/Make-Up Design” w/play title
Include Designer’s Name, chosen character, and at least 4 images used for design inspiration.

Slide 12 - Titled “Hair/Make Up Rendering” w/play title
Photo of final Hair/Make-Up Design Rendering. Include any images of preliminary renderings.

Slide 13 - Titled “Construction Process” w/play title
At least 4 images throughout different stages of the creation process.

Slide 14 - “Completed Model” w/play title
At least 2 photos from different angles of the Hair/Makeup design application (must include a clear full front and a profile image).

Slide 15 - Titled “Property Design” w/play title
Include Designer’s Name, chosen prop, and at least 4 images used for design inspiration.

Slide 16 - Titled “Property Design Rendering” w/play title
Photo of the final Property Design Rendering. Include any images of preliminary renderings.

Slide 17 - Titled “Construction Process” w/play title
At least 4 images throughout different stages of the creation process.

Slide 18 - “Completed Model” w/play title
At least 2 photos from different angles of the Prop (must include a clear front and back image).

Slide 19 - Titled “FINAL DESIGNS” w/play title
4 photos of the final product of each of the designs:
Photo 1 - Completed Set Model
Photo 2 - Completed Miniature Costume
Photo 3 - Completed Hair/Make-Up Design Application
Photo 4 - Completed Prop